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AFFAIRS IN
KENNEBUNK

Mr. Charles Clark is at his home this
week.

The Engine House hys been shin gled

Annual Reunion

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

SIEGEL’S STORE

Harry Russell löst a valuable hftrse
Members of 27th Maine at'
Mr. A. M. Thomas was in town last recently by sickness.,
Kennebunkport
Wpek.
31
Street
The Wednesday Club met with Mi’S '
Mr. Hartwell of Waltham, was in Frank Tucker today.
The annual reunion of the 27th Maine
Telephone 397
Free Alterations.
Some of the Little Stories that the tovyn laat week.
Mrs. Albion Robbins who has been Regimental Association was held last
Friday at Kennebunkport, and was at
Centenenial Plot never looked better very ill is slowly gaining.
Enterprise Has Heard
tended by some 400 members and inthan at the present time.
Mrs. John Bennett and dau g.hter vited guests.
spent
Tuesday in Portland.
Remember
that
on
Monday
Sept.
13th
Eggs are still advancing in price..
The exercises were in the Farmers’
the^Public Schools again.
Mrs. J. R. Haley was organist at the! Club Hall and the building was finely
The tides are running very low just
and artistically decorated with banners,
Almon Dutch has purchased the old Unitarian church last Sunday.
now.
,
flags
and bunting by Sumner E. Cole
Fairfield place on York street.
Lawrence Burke has joined his parAugust 29th was the Holmes Centen
man of Kennebunkport. ■ A large ban
ents
at
Beachwood
for
a
vacation.
It is rumored that the moving pic"
nary.
ner inscribed “Welôome 27lh Regi
tures may be started again this fall.
Frosts in August are not very often ment,” formed tire center of the at
There were big crowds at the beaches
tractive decorations. The interior of
Sunday. .
Miss Amy Clark was the guest of Mrs heard of in this part of the country. |
the hall was also finely decorated with
Bayes
and
daughter,
at
Old
Orchard
Mrs.
George
Bonseientertained
Mr.
The glass Monday morning registered
a pleasing effect; the main hall by Mr.
over
Sunday.
Robert
Bonser
of
Biddeford
Tuesdays
below the sixty mark.
Roy Smith representing the Club, and
Mrs. Carrie Bayes and daughter Miss
Miss Lizzie Marvel and mother halve Mr. Henry Sennott aud Mrs. Samuel
Miss Gladys Littlefield of this village
Edith, are enjoying a vacation at Old returned home after a months outingj
is visiting at Wells Depot.
Seunott, representing the Grange; the
Orchard Beach.
stage by Mrs. J. H. Benson, assisted by
Mrs.
El
L.
Staples
and
daughter
(of
The Smith family will have a ’family
Mr. Samuel Hall and family are at Michigan are visiting Mrs. Frank Vebb Mr. Jewell of Brookline, Mass., a guest
reunion at Sanford, Sept. 4.
Great Hill for an outing, they are en
Mr. Ferguson of Saco is in tov^n, of Miss Emeline Mitchell; the dining
Cooking apples are almost an un tertaining guests this week. 7
caused by the serious illness of his sis hall was in charge of the ladies of the
known quantity this season.
First Parish Church, who served a fine
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Lee of Water ter.
dinner.
Mr. Wm. Myricks of Boston is pass- town, Mass, have been stepping at the
The summer sojourners ar^ enjoying
The business meeting of thexn-ganizing hrs vacation here with relatives.
Mousam House the past week.
to the fullest extent the few remaining ation was ïalled in the forenoon by
Mr. Geo. P. Lowell states that he is
Mrs. O, R. Hatch of Watertown, Mass, days.
President W. S. Hasty of Portland, who
doing a good business selling insurance have been stopping at Linda Juukins
The trains are now crowded wi|h introduced Rev. Edward Chase, Kenne
figDr, H. M. Yorke of Freeport spent Mechanic Street the past week.
sojourners returning to their various bunkport, chaplain of the organization,
Sunday with his daughter,{Mrs. Webber
who opened the meeting with prayer.
The Fleetwood has had a fine season homes.
The various reports were presented.
The trees will soon be bare of leaves having accomadated more transient
Miss Eglina Dearing of Haverhip, The report of the secretary showing a
early this fall because of the long guests than at any previous time since Mass., is visiting Miss Amy Clark for a
death list of some 20 members thé past
its opening.
drouth.
few days.
, year.
Monday and Tuesday of this week
The schools on re-opening*will show
The officers elected wire:
Mrs. Charles M. Beety is enjoying«»
an number of changes in the staff of there was no electric light as repairs vacation with friends and relatives in
President, .Captain J. F. Warren,
Buxton.
were being made on the dam at the Lewiston.
teachers.
First Vice-President, D. M. Shapleigh
It has been the Maxwell ambition to build the best moderate priced
, Mrs. North M. West has her sister, Electric Power Station.
H. Storrs Brigham of New York is of Kittery.
car.
Best in material workmanship and durability, no other car than
Second Vice-President, W. W. Keays,
Miss Grace Hall of Roxbury, as h ei Last Wednesday occur,ed the 37th re- spending a two weeks vacation with his
the Maxwell incorporatesdn a single design, the principles of three
Melrose,
Mass.
union and banquet of the Eighth Maine parents.
gnest for a few week.
point Suspension, Unit Construction, Multiple Disc Clutch, Ther
•
treasurer, J. T. Mason. Biddeford.
mosyphon cooling Straight Line Shaft Drive, Magneto Equipped,
Regiment
Association
at
Peaks
Island
Chaplain,
Rev.
Edward
Chase,
Ken

Rev. F. C. Norcross is taking his an
The 30 H. P. 4 Cylinder Touring Car or Roadster, a speedy powerful
Miss Mary Goodwin entertained her nebunkport.
and
Charles
H.
Grant
of
this
town
was
nual vacation. He will take part in the
car at $1750. The 20 H. P. 2 Cylinder Touting Car, fully equipped,
cousin Miss Arline Whitehousè., of BerExecutive Committee, L. W. Fairpresent.
the Standard 2 Cylinder of America at $1450. and the Runabout which
Livermore Camp Meeting.
field, of Dorchester^ Mass., N. N. Hurd
wick over Sunday.
cannot be approached for reliability and performance.
The
annual
fair
of
the
Shaplelgh
and
of
Berwick
and
G.
S.
Smith
of
Alfred.
Today, Wednesday, occurs the re un
x
The Maxwell Revelation 1910 is out, the new 25 H. P. 4 Cylinder
Misses Eliza and Carrie Burke with
Votes of thanks were extended Mr.
Magneto Ignition, with all the superior points of construction of the.
ion of the Roberts family, also the re Acton Agricultural Association will be friends have taken a cottage at BeachColeman, and those who helped, for
Maxwell,- One can have any body desired.
union of 23rd Maine Regiment at Co held at Union Park, Acton, Oct. 5, 6 wood for a month.
Dependability the most desirable feature a motor car can possess is the
their kindness in decorating the buiidand
7
Some
extra
fine
attractions
are
rinth.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Luke
Roberts
ar>d
fng
and
hall.
MAXWELL MOTTO
promised.
daughter are attending the Roberts le? ' It was voted to hold the next reunion
Last Sunday evening the Episcopal
Mr. Hicks the caretaker of Mt. Hope
union in Lyman today.
churches of Biddeford and Saco held a
27, 1910, at,Keupebunkport. At
Cemeteary has done a large amount of
combined serviee with the church at
Col. C. R. Littlefield has done some the conclusion of the business meeting
work there this season, and the walks
Repairing and Sundries
Sanford.
and lots never looked better than at the outside repairs about his plac.ev which the entire gathering enjoyed a sumptu
ous dinner served by the ladies of the
adds to its attractiveness.
Mrs. Edmund Warren is entertaining present time.
First Parish Society, which was voted
her daughter, Mrs. W. I. Curtis of
Clarence Parsons and N. Thompson
Rev. A., M. Lord D. D. of Providence,
one of the most pleasing features of the
Lynn, Mass. Mr. Curtis and Son are
R. I. preached at the Unitarian Church have gone on a trip to Manitoba and day.
also here.
last ¡Sunday morning, there was a large North Dakota for three weeks,
During the a/ternoon there were ex
The regular dramatic season opened Congretation to listen to an excellent
Mr. Arey, who is to build a cottage ercises in the hall with interesting re
at the Jefferson Theatre, Portland, sermon. The musjfc also was exception in Mousam River Park this fall, was a. marks interspersed with musical num
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of ally good.
guest at the Fleetwood Sunday.
bers and readings. Neal’s Orchestra of
this week.
Mrs. Curtis Baker and daughter, also
Mrs. W- R- Robinson and children who Berwick furnished fine music.
Mrs. Emma Joyce and grandson, Miss Agnes Mitchell have returned to have‘been visiting Mrs. C. A. Clough
Miss Arline Whitehouse of Berwick
Richard Crediford, have gone to Plym- their home in Ashland, N. H., after en have returned to their home in Wood added much to the enjoyment of the
moutb, N. H., for a visit with Miss M. joying a pleasant visit with their par fords.
day by several excellent vocal selec
E. Hildreth.
tions and her sister. MissHW. N. White
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Mir.chell of
Mrs. Jennie Washburn, who has been
house, gave a number pf fine readings.
Mr. Henry Jordan, a former Kenne Fletcher street.
at Kennebunkport this summer doing
President Hasty presided during thé
bunk boy, called on friends in town
J. H. Littlefield of the High Rock. editorial work will return to her duties
exercises
and in his remarks called at
last week. He is stopping at Ogunquit Ogunquit announces that his hotel will in-Saiem next week.
tention
to
a remarkable incident ,in
with his family,
remainxipen during the month of Sept,
Mr. and Mrs. John Ricker are both that all of the officers of the regiment
Last Saturday morning in less than and a part of October. He has furnace yery ill, Mrs. Ricker seriously so and but seven are now living, three of the
two hours 321 bottles of whiskey were heat in the dining room and a few Dr. CochrAne of Saco has been called field and staff and four of the line offi
u¿pnp N
FLETCHER STREET,
seized in Biddeford, thej searches being sleeping rooms.
U. nfinU^n,
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
today in consultation.
ce^.
made on complaint.
Last Sunday Morning Rev. Myron P.
Of
the
enlisted
men
so
far
as
known
Yesterday morning the waterpipes
Among the
* Mr. and Mrs. George Cousens are en Dickey of the Congraegational Church were frozen so hard at Smith Bros, ice about 375 are now living.
There is a scarcity of eggs and the
tertaining Rev. and Mrs. N. A. Avery of gave an interesting discourse on tne house that it was impossible to get speakers of the afternoon were Hon.
Kennebunk
West
subject,
“
What
makes
the
Town
good
price
is still going up. They are now
Amos.
L.
Allen,
Captain
J.
F.
Warren
(
Ashland, N. H., and Mrs,. Wendall and
Water to wash the ice.
to live in.” It was an ideal day and
32. Owing to the high price of grain
and Rev. Mr. ChaSe, Rev. Mr. Wood,
sons of Cambridge.
Miss Verna B. Smith,who has a posi- Rev. Mr. Bicknell and Rev. Mr. Sally of
there was a full congregation.
many have given up keeping poultry.
The labor unions will have the an
Mrs. Orrin Walker, who recently
• ..
tionin
Portsmouth,
N.
H.,
is
spending
South
Berwick.
nual labor day celebratioii at Seaside A delegation from Salus Lodge of Good her vacation with her grand parents,
went through a surgical operation, is
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Grant, with Mr.
As a whole the reunion was the most doing nicely.
Park, Old Orchard, next Monday, with Templars visited Salome Lodge of South Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Waterhouse.
and Mrs. Lewis Hatch and Myra Jun
successful and enjoyable of the organ
Biddeford last evening. The trolleys
a parade in Biddeford and Saco.
kins as their guests attended the 37th
ization and will be long recalled by
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lowell and son,
Darvill
’
s
Bakery
has
always
been
apwere
taken
from
here
and
teams
met
reunion of the Eighth Maine Regimen
Among those who attended the 27th
those In attendance.
and Mr. and Mrs. Homer Goodwin, were
tal Association, held at Peak’s Island
Maine reunion at Farmers’ Club Hall, the party and conveyed them to and preoiated by the public but the accom
guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Webber at last Wednesday.
modation
which
his\customers
are
re

Kennebunkport, last Friday, were Mr. from the lodge rooms. A good time
Pomona
Grange
their beach home last Sunday.
ceiving in having the team call daily
and Mrs. Luke Roberts of this village. 1 is reported by those who attended-.
Mrs. Abbie Walker is spending her
and at iust about the same time is cer Field Day at Old Falls Thursday
M r. and Mrs. Robert Drawbridge of vacation in Lynn, Mass.
If, there is one thing that the public
The 17th annual meeting of the Maine
tainly a great convenience
Big Attendance
Pepperell, Mass., were guests of their
Federation of Women’s Clubs will be have to be thankful for this season, it
Mrs. Hattie Dow of New York, for
A
strawride,
under
the
auspices
of
is
the
satisfactory
way
in
which
the
held at the Baptist church, Waterville,
The York County Pomona Grange aunt, Miss Kate Litttlefield, this week.
merly of ' this place, is visiting friends
the
Epworth
League
of
the
Methodist
street
sprinkler
x
has
been
run.
There
Sept. 14, 15 and 16, The programme is
held its annual field, day at Old Falls
Mrs. Lillian Ellis of Boston, is the and relatives here.
has been very little rain to help out church, was taken last evening. There last Thursday. Although the weather
an exceptionally good one.
guest of E. M. Dutch, for a few weeks.
were
twenty-six
in
the
party,
and
upon
things
and
still
Main
Street
has been
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lowell,' Mr. and
was a bit threatening at times
The marriage of Miss Florence Whit
their arrival at Drake’s Island a fire
attendance was large, about 700
There seems 4o-be a superfluity of Mrs. Homer Goodwin and Mrs. R. J.
taker will take place at the home of her kept well wet down which is a luxury was built upon the beach which served the
being present, and an enthusiastic Mormon missionaries in this vicinity Grant, were members of the party that
parents next Friday, September 10, the to be appreciated.
the two purposes, of comfort aud cook meeting was held. Among the speak for the past weeks
went to the White Mountains last
reception being from two to four p. m.
It will be of interest to our local ing. A picnic supper was had and the ers were State M ster C. S. Stetson,
Evidently Miss Whittaker is not super readers to know that the Portland elec merry party returned about 1 A. m. Mortimer Whitehead, Past Secretary of
This has been a very hard season for week.
the National Grange; J. H. Little,f
Mrs. Leon Burgess of Brockton is
stitious about Friday being an unlucky tric railroad company has gope onto a this morning.
the
farmers.
A
bad
drought
since
Jnne
Judge George W. Hanson, of Sanford;
day.
Benjamin F. Hamilton, who spoke on with less than one inch of rain through boardiug for a short time at John Lit
new time schedule,-due to the opening
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Hughes of Salem, Good Roads; Ed. H. Emery, of Sanford, July. The dryest July ever on record, tlefield’s.
There was a large number of portraits of Vaughns bridge into Portland, over have returned home after spending a
Field Secretary of the Civic League of so official'report says, and August but
of the men who received the gold which route the cars now go. Cars now week in this vicinity. The following is Maine,
Jones & Clark Rave the contract for
and .others. A fine program of
Monday night, building the new Goodall building at
headed cane, in the Boston Sunday leave Saco at quarter of and quarter taken from the Chateaugay Record music £md recitations was given and all very little better.
Post, but we did not see that of Mr. past the hour instead of on the evgn of August, Twentieth, 1909:— “Mr. enjoyed the session immensely. Moul August 30, a hard freeze. Tuesday Kennebunk.
ton’s Orchestra of Springvale, furnished morning the glass showed in differed!
Joseph D. Tripp of West Kennebunk hour and half hour as heretofore.
Mrs. Elmira Perkins, who has been
and Mrs. W. ^P. Huges, of Salem, the music, which was muqh appreci pl aces'from 28 to 33.
but doubtless the same will appear a
• ’
the guest of Mrs. T. W. Jones for a few
The citizens of Alfred realize that Mass., were in town this week on a ated.
little later.
Mrs. J. William Junkins, Mrs. F. J. weeks, has returned to her home in
better conveyances are necessaay for wedding trip, he having been married
Whicher and sons, spent the day Mona Eaton, N. H., and Mrs. Jones is visiting
The second annual picnic of Wawa those who attend court, and so arrange in Salem on August 10 to Mrs. Emma
day at Kennebunkport and Kennebunk her son Merton in Newburyport.
Tribe,will be held at Wentworth’s grove, ments are being made with. a Portland Peabody Davis. Mr. Davis is a son of
Beach.
Kennebunk Beach, on Labor Day, Sept. firm to rup an automobile service dur our townsman, Judge John Hughes,
News was received here Sunday
6,’instead of Drake’s Island Sept. llj;h. ing the court term this month. The and this is his first visit to the old home
James Meade is the first one to get morning of the suftden death of Mrs.
Wake up Red Men and plan to take auto will run hourly trips, connecting in ten years. Mr. Hughes is engaged in
a cottage on the Mousam River Park, W. A. Emery of Lower Village. Mrs.
your family to the grove on Labor Day, with the Atlantic Shor Line cars, enab the real estate business in Salem under
He purchased the school house on the Emery was a West Kennebunk girl and
and make the second annual a success. ling the lawyers and many of the jury the firm name of W. P. Hughes & Co.,
Fishing parties to take out. Webber Hill road and had it moved on very much beloved by her family and
men to return to their homes nights. who make a specialty of farm properties Arrangements can be made at to his lot. R. L. Webber and Millard many friends. She was a daughter of
Unless stormy there will be an enter
The matter of thé electric road has throughout New England, chiefly in
tainment and supper in the grange hall
Boat will ac Reynolds are the carpenters and are the late Oliver Perkins and leaves a
been discussed, but definiate plans have Maine and New Hampshire. He also short notice.
husband, mother and two brothers,
at Alewive this Wednesday evening.
Fur putting it in condition for occupancy. Samuel
not as yet been made. The Automobile conducts an agejut’s supply business commodate 20 people.
W. who lives on the home
Mrs. Fred J. Pillsbury and daughters of
Seavdy’s Comfort at No. 10 is' alb
service is expected to be fully as con under the name of Hughes Manufactur ther particulars by applying to
stead
and
Rev. Oliver Howard Perkins
Somerville, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
right and would make a snug little'
Mr. Hughes’ many
venient and good as a trolly road and to ing Company.
of Brockton, Mass. The funeral ser
Frank Irving of Kennebunkport will
home
for
somebody.
remove the objections of inaccesibility friends will be pleased to learn that he
vices took place this afternoon, from
furnish the programme, being assisted
which many have raised against the is prospering and is regarded as one of
Aimon Dutch of Kennebunk is work- her late residence Conducted by Rev.
by some local talent.
the influentinl citizens of his city.”
County seat being at Alfred.
ing for Jones & Clark.
John Bicknell of Kennebunkport.

We Still have a large stock of Suits,

Coats, Skirts, Dresses, and Waists,

and have made farther reductions on them
as we are determined not to carry any stock
over.

Come as soon as you can as
they will Be Sold out quickly at
these prices

^We Pay Car Fares for Purchasers of
$ 1 0.00 or Over.

Siegel’s Store, 31 Market St.
A HEART TO HEART TALK ABOUT THE MAXWELL
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Kennebunk, Me.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
and HOUSE WIRING

If yon want your liouse
wired, or anything in
the electrical line call on

N.

WAITED
A. A. Nickerson
GAPE PORPOISE, ME.

n

KENNEBUNK

ENTERPRISE

DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL INTERESTS
OK YORK COUNTY
ISSUED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office
Kennebunk, Maine

Subscription, One Year, in Advance
Three Months,
...
dingle Copies, 3 Cents.

$1.00
- .25

Advertising Rates made known on application.
Correspondence is desired from any interested
parties, relative to town and county matters.
A first-class printing plant in connection. AH
work done promptly and in up-to- date style.

HELPSTOHONIETRADE
Methods of Competing Success
fully With Mail Order Houses.

GAIN

OF

LOCAL

MERCHANT.

Can Show His Goods Before Selling,
While Foreign House Can Show
Only Catalogue Descriptions—How
to Sell For Same Price or Less.

T. L. EVANS & CO

garble and" granite

Department Store

We now have on hand a
stock of finished Granite
Monuments from which to
select, and shall carry a stock
from this on; making it a
specialty.
We also keep a large as
sortment of finished Marble
Tablets and Monuments.

245-51MaiQSt., Biddeford

Bargain
List

¿lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllillillllllillllllllllilllllllll^

SOCIETIES.
nilllllllllllllllllllUHilillliliilllllllllllllllllllllUHiK
W. R. Corps : Meetings every other Thurs
day evening in G. A. R. Hall.

Pythian Sisterhood : Meetings hel/i every
other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall.
Daughters of Rebekah: Meetingsheldthe
first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
lows’ Hall.
York Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
Gilpatrick, secretary. Meets on or before the
full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
Monday following full moon. St. Amand Com
mandery meets second Thursday each month.
SaLus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T.: Meets
every Tuesday evening in their hall on Main
street.
Wawa Tribe. No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
every Wednesday evening.
Myrtle Lodge, No.^l9, K. of P.: Meets
every Friday evening in K. of P. Hall, Main
Street.
Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul
ar meetings held in their hall every Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
second and fourth Tuesday of the month at
Odd Fellows’ hall, at 7.45 p. m .
Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall at
7.45 p. m.

There are two ways for the country
merchant successfully to compete with'
the mail order houses. One is by com
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 1, 1909.
bination with a large number of other
298 Main St., Biddeford, Me.
merchants and manufacturers
. Near Cor. Elm and .Main St.
Fourth Class Postmaster country
BROOMS
in establishing a plant similar to the
mail
order
concern,
except
that
all
sales
good 35c 4-sewed Floor
Examination
are made through the local tradesmen.
Broom for
29c
This has been tried successfully by a
Saturday, October 2,1909.
number of western business men.
50c Bamboo Handle Broom 39c
The United States Civil Service Com If a local merchant is not disposed
to
go
into
such
a
combination,
how

mission announces that on the date
CHILDREN’S BROOMS
named above, an examination will be ever, he will find it possible to com
pete with thè mail order house indi
An extra large 6ne, worth I9c
held at Kennebunkport, Me., for the po vidually. One plan is to order several
sition of fourth class postmaster of of the leading articles on which the
this lot
10c
class (b), at Kennebunk Beach, Me. mail concern competes with him and
The compensation of the postmaster at by showing these to customers that he
WHISK BROOMS
School Signals.
this office was $443 for the last fiscal thinks are buying of the foreign house
A
regular
25c
fine
Corn
Broom
demonstrate to them that he can sell
year.
T wo blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
Age limit, 21 years and over, on the goods equally as good for the same or
for
15c
and Primary Schools.
date of the examination, with the ex even a less price. As a matter of
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
ception that in a State where women fact, he has most of the advantages
one session, or no school in the afternoon.
EXTENSION LAGE CURTAIN
on his side—the columns of the local
Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
are declared by statute to be of full age papers for advertising, personal ac
RODS
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a. m. it will
for all purposes at 18 years, women 18 quaintance in most cases with his cus
mean either one session in the schools—or no
years of age on on the date of the ex tomers, local pride and the fact that
With extra large White or
school in the afternoonamination will be admitted.
a dollar spent with him stays at home
One session will mean that school will keep
Gold Knobs, 2oc value, price
until 1 o’clcok— except in the primary grades
Applicants must reside within the and thus helps the community. All
and they left to the judgment of the teachers
here
10c
territory supplied by the post-office these are powerful helps, but more
powerful
still
is
the
fact
that
he
can
named above.
show his goods before selling, while
SASH CURTAIN RUN
The examination is open to all citi- the mail order house can only show
ens of the United States who can com- . its catalogue descriptions.
Sash Curtain Rods
CHURCH SERVICES.
ply with the requirements.
The truth is that the method of ad
2
for
5
and
5c
Application forms and full informa vertising employed by the mail order
Baptist Church. Maiu^Street.
|REV. F. L. CANN, PASTOR
tion concerning the requirements of the house is a most expensive one. The
Thumb Tacks 5c and 10c doz.
Sunday ; 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.'
examination can be secured from, the catalogues are profusely illustrated,
1.30 a. m. Bible School.
postmaster at Kennebunk Beach, or and these cuts cost money. The mere
UPHOLSTERING Tack2
6.15 p.m. Young People’s Meeting
from the U.S. Civil Service Commission, preparation of the matter and printing
7.00 p. m. ^Prayer Meeting.
are
no
small
items.
When
to
these
Brass
Headed
Monday: 7.30 p.m. Young People’s Meeting
Washington, D. C.
is added binding, procuring of lists of
Wednesday: 7.30 p. m. Praise and Prayer
Applications should be properly exe names, which must be constantly cor
5c a box of 50 tacks
Meet! ng.
cuted and filed with the Commission at rected to cover deaths and removals,
Covenant Meeting last Friday exening in
Black and Brown Headed
Washington within seven days before mailing and other necessary work, the
month.
10c a box of 5o tacks
Unitarian Church. Main street.
the date of the examination, otherwise cost is seen to be something enormous.
Sunday. 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
it may be impracticable to examine the The postage bill alone on a single ship
Wire Lamp Chimney Heaters
12.00 m. Sunday School.
ment of these catalogues mounts into
applicants.
5c and 10c
7 .00 p. m. Evening Service.
the
thousands.
All
this
great
expense
U. S. Civil Service Commission.
Congregational Church—Dane stremi.
Wire Dish Drainers
of advertising must, of course, be paid
REV. Ml'KON P. DICKEY
by the customer. In comparison the
10c, 15, 20, 39c
Maine Fair Dates Season country merchant’s ads. in his local
<unday: 10.30 a. n>. Preaching Service.
12.00 m. Sunday Schoo).
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6.00 p.m. Young Peoples’ F.ndeavo
The mail order house makes its ap
Meeting.
peal on price. Yet it has been proved
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
Aug. 31, Sept.* I, 2, 3—Central Maine over and over again that article for
Wednesday 4.00 p. m. Junior Endeavor
article the home tradesman can match
fair, Waterville.
7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
Sept. 6, 7, 8, 9—Maine State fair, Lew these prices if he desires to sell goods
Methodist Episcopal Church
of as inferior a quality or can actual
Portland Street
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ly undersell the foreign concern. I
rev. f. c. norcross, pastor
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Sunday Services: Preaching at 2 p. m.
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cases. One is that of Mr. A. S. Atkin
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Praise and Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Sept. 14, 15, 16—Oxford County, South son, a merchant of Cherryvale, Kan.,
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Week Night Services
Paris.
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“The catalogue houses are a great
7:30
West Cumberland.
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Class Meeting, Friday, 7:30
Sept. 28 — Richmond Farmers’ club, of the country, but I do not worry so
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much about them as do some mer
Richmond.
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chants, knowing that I can sell as
services.
Sept. 28, 29, 30—West Oxford, Frye cheaply as the mail order house. For
Christian Scientist.
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Mary Baker Eddy.
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Reading Room open Saturday from 2.30 to 4.3'
Oct. 6, 7—Freeport, Freeport.
saying that I can compete successfully
p. m.
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The other case is reported by the
Topsham.
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.
There is no other spot in this vast
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Nov. 9, 10, 11—Maine State Pomolog- Cleveland Trade Bulletin and concerns
shoes. The name and location of the
vacation
region that has more to com
-uuday: 10,30 a.m. Preaching Service.
ical, Norway.
11.45 a. m. Sunday School.
individual merchant are not given, but
mend it to the One Day Vacationist
Catholic Church. Storer Street
Dec.—Maine State Poultry and Pet Stock these do not matter, as the facts can
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.
than this beautiful lake “ In the Foot
Association, Portland.
be verified by any one who desires to
Sei vices every First Sunday at 9.30 a. mWE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY
hills of the White Mountains?
Dec. 28, 29—Freeport Poultry Show do so. The instance cited is as fol
Advent Christian Church
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Freeport.
Kennebunk Lower Village
“A shoe retailer was recently shown
Services every Sunday—
an illustration of a shoe sold by a
W WILL DO IT NEATLY
12.45 p. m. Sunday School.
mail order house for $1.69. This shoe
2.15 & 7.00 p. m. Preaching Services
DON’T MISS IT!
had a rubber goring over the instep;
™ Railroad
was a heavy soled kid with a patent
For the Wrappers of Little Sweet- leather
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tip. The description under the
FIRE ALARMS
heart Pepsin Gum.
illustration was so constructed that it
After the 15th of September, as follows: would lead the reader to believe that
23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
the shoe was the exact counterpart of
25 York Street, near residence of O. W.'Clark
1. $10.00 in gold for the first young
those selling in retail stores at $3.
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
lady consumer in the State of Maine to This retailer became interested and
29 Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
send her photo, together with 100 ordered a pair to satisfy his curiosity.
34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
of the outside wrappers of the Little When the shoe arrived at his store it
35 Corner Mechanic and Parsons Street
was found to be about the average
36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
Sweetheart Pepsin Gum packages.
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
$1.10 stock in the uppers, while the
2. $5.00 in gold for the second.
Summer and Park Streets.
soles, counters and insole were the
Recognizing the rights of the purchaser to an examina 4341 Corner
8. $2.50 in gold for the third.
Boston and Maine Station.
very cheapest materials; in fact, this
4. $1.50 for the fourth.
Park and Grove Streets.
tion of the goods, and a test of their quality before payment 4745 Corner
same retailer was showing a plain
Leather Board
5. $1.00 each for the next six young
shoe without a “gingerbread,” which
Corner Portland.Street and Ross Road.
lady consumers in the State of Maine would have given the wearer a. great
required, we have, for twenty-five years refused to accept 149 Continuous
Kennebunk, Maine
Blast, Paper Mil
meeting the above conditions.
deal more satisfaction than the one
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
payment
in
advance.
Full
satisfaction
or
no
payment.
The above rewards are not open to the sold by the mail order house, for $1.50.
ALL OUT—Two blasts.
On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
dealers, to the consumers only. No
“In the retail shoe business, at least,
Send for catalog.
oox with a glass front, containing the key. To
package is complete without the out there is little fear of any great com
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
petition from mail order houses. A
side wrapper.
F. L. Shaw, Pres.
Portland. Augusta, Bangor alarm
box, pull down the lever, and releasing
mail
order
house
carries
shoes
in
a
few
See that you get the Littie Sweet
it, let it fly back.
widths
only,
and
there
is
a
great
dis

system^
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heart Pepsin Gum. On sale at all
advantage in fitting shoes hundreds
number.
dealers.
of miles away.”
Address given on each package.
The same is true of other lines of
Opera House Building
20 Century Amusment & Vending goods. A long distance fit on a suit of
Mail Arrivals & Departures.
is as unsatisfactory as on a
Co.
Portland, Maine clothes
E. A Fairfield, Poetmaster
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practically all of the argument on his
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CO.

Sale of Petticoats

For one week we shall sell all $1.00,
$1.25 and $l.5o Black Sateen and Heatherbloom Petticoats for

98 cents

The Corset Store, 223 Main Street, Biddeford

T. L. EVANS & CO
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KENNEBUNK, MAINE
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A Delightful Sight-Seeing Sail
On Steamer Mt. Washington.

One of the Best Outings of the Season

$25.00 REWARD

Boston
tMaine

Enterprise Press

GRAND TRUNK

EflI DOLIS MILK BRiftD

Alaska-YukonPacific Exposition J. H GOODWIN

DtNAN

Jeweler and Opician

ANTIQUES

MIM11S HOME BAKERY

V. M. Newcomb
Somersworth, IM. H-
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By O. HENRY.
[Copyright, 190ff, by McClure, Phillips &
Co.]

Every Saturday night the Clover
Leaf. Social club gave a hop in the hall
of the Give and Take Athletic associa
tion on the east side. In order to at
tend one of these dances you must be
a member of the Give and Take, or if
you belong to the division that starts
off with the right foot in waltzing you
must work in Rhinegold’s paper box
factory. Still, any Clover Leaf was
privileged to escort or be escorted by
an outsider to a single dance. But
mostly each Give and Take brought
the paper box girl that he affected,
and few strangers could boast of hav
ing shaken a foot at the regular hops.
Maggie Toole on account of her dull
eyes, broad mouth and left handed
style of foot work in the twostep
Went to the dances with Anna McCar-
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ty and her fellow. Anna and Mag
gie worked side by side in the factory
and were the greatest chums ever.
So Anna always made Jimmy Burns
take her by Maggie’s house every Sat
urday night so that her friend could
go to the dance with them.
The Give and Take Athletic associa
tion lived up to its name. The hall
of the association in Orchard street
was fitted out with muscle making in
ventions. With the fibers thus builded up, the members were wont to en
gage the police and rival social and
athletic organizations in joyous com
bat. Between these more serious oc
cupations the Saturday night heps
with the paper box factory girls came
as a refining influence and as an effi
cient screen, for sometimes the tip
went around, and if you were among
the elect that tiptoed up the dark back
stairway you might see as neat and
satisfying a little welterweight affair
to a finish as ever happened inside the
ropes.
On Saturdays Rhinegold’s paper box
factory closed at 3 p. m. On one
such afternoon Anna and Maggie
walked homeward together, At Maggie’s door Anna said, as usual, “Be
ready at 7 sharp, Mag, and Jimmy
and me ’ll come by for you.”
But what was this? Instead of
the customary humble and grateful
thanks from the nonescorted one there
were to be perceived a high poised
head, a prideful dimpling at the cor
ners of a broad mouth and almost a
sparkle in the dull brown eye.
“Thanks, Anna,” said Maggie, “but
you and Jimmy needn’t bother tonight.
I’ve a gentleman friend” that’s cornin’
arOund to escort me to the hop.”
The comely Anna pounced upon her
friend, shook her, chided and besought her. Maggie Toole catch a
fellow—plain, dear, loyal, unattrac
tive Maggie, so sweet as a chum, so
unsought for a twostep or a moonlit
bench in the little park! How was it?
When did it happen? Who was it?
“You’ll see tonight,” said Maggie,
flushed with the wine of the first
grapes1 she had gathered in Cupid’s
vineyard. “He’s swell all right. He’s
two inches taller than Jimmy and an
up to date dresser.”
Anna and Jimmy were among the
first Clover Leafs to arrive that even
ing. Anna’s eyes were brightly fixed
upon the door of the hall to catch the
first glimpse of her friend’s “catch.”
At 8:30 Miss Toole swept into the
hall with her escort. Quickly her tri
umphant eye discovered her chum un
der the wing of her faithful Jimmy.
“Oh, gee,” cried Anna, .“Mag ain’t
made a hit—oh, no! Swell fellow?
Well, I guess! Style? Look at ’um.”
“Go' as far as you like,” said Jim
my, with sandpaper in his voice, “Cop
him out if you'want him. These new
guys always win out with the. push.
Don’t mind me. He don’t squeeze all
the limes, I guess. Huh.”
“Shut up, Jimmy. You know what I
mean. I’m glad for Mag. First fellow
she ever had. Oh, here they come.”
Across the floor Maggie sailed like a
coquettish yacht convoyed by a stately
cruiser. And truly her companion jus
tified the encomiums of the faithful
chum. He stood two inches taller than
the average Give and Take athlete; his
dark hair curled; his eyes and his

teeth flashed whenever he bestowed
his frequent smiles. The young men of
the Clover Leaf club.pihued not their
faith to the graces of person as much
as they did to its prowess, its achieve
ments in hand to hand conflicts and its
preservation from the legal duress that
constantly menaced it. They viewed,
then, the genuflexions and alluring
poses of this visitor with their chins
at a new angle.
“A friend of mine, Mr. Terry O’Sullivan,” was Maggie’s formula of introduction. She led him around the room,
presenting him to each new arriving
Clover Leaf. Almost was she pretty
now, with the unique luminosity in
her eyes that comes to a girl with her
first suitor and a kitten with its first
mouse.
“Maggie Toole’s got a fellow at last,”
was the word that went around among
the paper box girls. “Pipe Mag’s floorwalker!” Thus the Give, and Takes
expressed their indifferent contempt.
Usually at the weekly hops ..Maggie
kept a spot on the wall warm with her
back. She felt and showed so much
gratitude whenever a self sacrificing
partner invited her to a dance that
his pleasure was cheapened and di
minished.
But tonight the pumpkin had turned
to a coach and six. Terry O’Sullivan
was a victorious Prince Charming, and
Maggie Toole winged her first butter
fly flight.
The girls besieged her for introduc
tions to her fellow. The Clover Leaf
young men. after two years of blind
ness, suddenly perceived charms in
Miss Toole. They flexed their com
pelling muscles before her and be
spoke her for a dance.
Thus she scored, but to Terry O’Sul
livan the honors of the evening fell
thick and fast. He shook his curls, he
smiled and went easily through the
seven motions for acquiring grace. in
your own room before an open window
ten minutes each day. He danced like
a faun, he introduced manner and
style and atmosphere, his words came
trippingly upon his tongue, and—he
waltzed twice in succession with the
paper box girl that Dempsey Donovan
brought.
Dempsey was the leader of the aswore a dress suit and
sociation. He
j
could chin the bar twice with one
hand. -He was one of “Big Mike”
O’Sullivan’s1 lieutenants and was never
troubled by trouble. No cop dared to
arrest him. Whenever he broke a
pushcart man’s head or shot a mem
ber of the Heinrich B. Sweeney Out
ing and Literary association in the
kneecap an officer would drop around
and say:
“The cap’n ’d like to see ye a few
minutes round to the office whin ye
have time, Dempsey, me boy.”
But there would -be sundry gentle
men there with large gold fob chains
and black cigars, and somebody would
tell a funny story, and then Dempsey
would go back and work half an hour
with the six pound dumbbells. So do
ing a tight rope act on a wire stretched
across Niagara was a safe terpsichorean performance compared with
waltzing twice with Dempsey Donovan’s paper box girl, At 10 o’clock the
jolly round face of “Big Mike” O’Sulli
van shone at the door for five minutes
upon the scene. He always looked in
for five minutes, smiled at the girls
and handed out perfectos to the boys.
Dempsey Donovan was at his elbow
instantly, talking rapidly. “Big Mike”
looked carefully at the dancers, smiled,
shook his head and departed.
The music stopped. The dancers scat
tered to the chairs along the walls.
Terry O’Sullivan, with his entrancing
bow, relinquished a pretty girl in blue
to her partner and started back to find
Maggie. Dempsey intercepted him in
the middle of the floor.
Some fine instinct that Rome must
have bequeathed to us caused nearly
every one to turn and look at them.
There was a subtle fe'eling that two
gladiators Jiad met in the arena. Two
or three Give and Takes with tight
coat sleeves drew nearer.
“One moment, Mr. O’Sullivan,” said
Dempsey. “I hope you’re enjoying
yourself. Where did you say you
lived ?”
The two gladiators were well match
ed. Dempsey had perhaps ten pounds
of weight to give away. The O’Sulli
van had breadth with quickness
Dempsey had a glacial eye, a dominat
ing slit of a mouth, an indestructible
jaw, a complexion like a belle’s and
the coolness of a champion. The visitoi
showed more fire in his contempt and
less control over his conspicuous sneer
They were enemies by the law written
when the rocks were molten. They
were each too splendid, too mighty, toe
Incomparable, to divide pre-eminence.
One only must survive.
—
“I live on Grand,” said O’Sullivan
insolently, “and no trouble to find me
at home. Where do you live?”
Dempsey ignored the question.
“You say your name’s O’Sullivan,’he went on. “Well, ‘Big Mike’ says he
never saw you before.”
“Lots of things he never saw,” saitì
the favorite of the"hop.
“As a rule,” went on Dempsey, hus
kily sweet, “O’Sullivans in this dis
trict know one another. You escorted
one of our lady members here, and we
want a chance to make, good. If
you’ve got a family tree'TeTs^ee a
few historical O’Sullivan buds come
out on it. Or do you want us to dig
it out of you by the roots?” • v
“Suppose you . mind your own busi
ness,” suggested O’Sullivan blandly.
Dempsey’s eye brightened. He held
up an inspired forefinger as though a
brilliant idea had struck him.
. “I’ve got it now,” he said cordial
ly. “It was just a little mistake. You
ain’t no O’Sullivan. You-are a ring
tailed monkey. Excuse us for not rec
ognizing you at first.”
O’Sullivan’s eye flashed. He made a
quick movement, but Andy Geoghan
was ready and caught his arm.

Ham McMahan, the secretary of the
TIPS OU SANDWICHES.
club, and walked rapidly toward a door
at the rear of the hall. Two other
members of the Give and Take asso How to Make Them Appetizing With
Little Trouble.
ciation swiftly joined the little group.
The housewife who learns the art of
Terry O’Sullivan was now in the hands
of the board of rules and social ref making sandwiches is always well
erees. They spok f to him briefly and fortified against problems when serv
softly and conducted him out through ing an informal luncheon, to guests.
Close grained bread should be used,
the same door at the rear.
This movement on the part of the for coarse bread will crumble. And
Clover Leaf'-members requires a word bread baked in round tins is prefera
of elucidation. Back of the associa ble to that cut into slices and cut with
tion hall was a smaller room rented a biscuit cutter, since the baked edges
by the club. In this room personal dif preserve the shape. Moist fillings
ficulties that arose on the ballroom should be laid between lettuce leaves,
floor were settled, man to man, with and by buttering the bread the mois
«the weapons of nature, under the su- ture cannot penetrale it, making it
pervision of the board, No lady could soggy. Melted butter can be used if
say that she had witnessed a fight at it is not soft enough to spread. A
a Clover Leaf hop in several years. salmon sandwich is a tempting article
Its gentlemen members guaranteed of food and should be half mixed
that.
with chopped boiled egg and very
So easily and smoothly had Dempsey thin slices of olives and pickles. The
and the board done their preliminary wise hostess will make two different
work that many in the hall had not no kinds of sandwiches, some with the
ticed the checking of the fascinating mixture moistened with vinegar or
O’Sullivan’s social triumph. Among lemon juice, others without, for many
these was Maggie, She looked about persons cannot take acids. Practically
for her escort.
all meat sandwiches are extremely
“Smoke up!” said Rose Cassidy. rich, and strong condiments are no
“Wasn’t you on? ‘ Demps Donovan ticeable in the filling, especially mus
picked a scrap with your Lizzie boy, tard and catchup. While white meat
and they’ve waltzed out to the slaugh makes a delicate sandwich, yet the
ter room with him. How’s my hair darker meats, mixed with mayonnaise
look done up this way, Mag?”
and other relishes, are more appetiz
Maggie laid a hand on the bosom ing in every way.
of her cheesecloth waist.
When hot sandwiches are served at
“Gone to fight with Dempsey!” she a noonday luncheon at. home the con
said breathlessly. “They’ve got to be tents of the sandwiches are placed be
.stopped. Dempsey Donovan can’t fight tween thè layers of bread and fried,
him. Why, he’ll—he’ll kill him!”
or the bread is toasted and covered
“Ah, what do you care?” said Rosa. with a cooked meat filling, then cov
f “Don’t: some of ’em fight every hop?” ered with buttered toast and served
But Maggie was off, darting her hot. Peanuts mixed with mayonnaise
zigzag way through the maze of dan- and sliced egg make a good sandwich.
cers. IShe burst through the rear door They make a fruit sandwich which
into the dark hall and then threw her j is well liked by' those who are fond
solid shoulder against the door of the of fruit and bread. The filling con
room of single combat. «It gave way, sists of chopped dates, figs, lemon
and in the instant that she entered her juice and ground nuts, lightly mixed
eye caught the scene—the board stand-1 with tart jelly. Tbe bread is buting about with open watches; Demp tered for this. Candied fruits are
sey Donovan in his shirt sleeves dan often used, but often the sandwich
cing, light footed, with the wary grace I is a bread cake, more of the angel
of the modern pugilist within easy I food cake variety, filled with fruits
reach of his adversary; Terry O’Sul and moistened with cherry juice or
livan standing with arms folded and the liquor from preserved pineapple
a murderous look in his dark eyes. or peaches.
And without slacking the speed of her
entrance she leaped forward .with a
How to Wash Windows.
scream—leaped in time to catch and
Windows should never be washed
hang upon the arm of O’Sullivan that
was suddenly uplifted and to whisk while the sun shines directly on them,
from it the long, bright-stiletto that for this is sure to cause streaks to ap
pear on them. Of course the glass
he had drawn from his bosom.
The knife fell and rang upon the may be wiped dry as soon as it is
floor. Cold steel drawn in the rooms washed, but this is twice the work,
of the Give and Take association! since one must rub until the glass is
Such a thing had never happened be perfectly dry. This is not necessary
fore. Every one stood motionless for if the sun is not shining on the win
a minute. Andy Geoghan kicked the dows, for it does not add anything to
stiletto with the toe of his shoe curi the appearance of the windows when
ously, like an antiquarian who has finished. If the glass is badly soiled
come upon some ancient weapon un and it is necessary to apply a good
deal of water to remove the dust and
known to his learning;
4_nd then O’Sullivan hissed some stains, it is better to wash with plenty
thing unintelligible between his teeth. of Water and then let the glass dry
Dempsey and the board exchanged and then sponge the window off again.
looks. And then Dempsey looked at This will remove all the streaks left
O’Sullivan without anger, as one looks by the first washing. Should the glass
at a stray dog, and nodded his head become too dry before you return to
finish the drying it may be sponged
in the direction of the door.
“The back Stairs, Giuseppi,” he said over again with the sponge wrung dry
briefly. “Somebody ’ll pitch your hat out of hot water. Always let the win
dow stand for a few minutes after
down after you.”
Maggie walked up to Dempsey Don washing it before drying it and it will
ovan. There was a brilliant spot of dry much easier and in but half the
red in her ^cheeks, down which slow time.
tears were running. But she looked
How to Clean Jewelry.
him bravely
the eye.
Smail articles of jewelry, especially
“I knew it,' Dempsey,” she said as
her eyes grew dull'.even in their tears. the silver kind, will be difficult to clean
in the hands of an inexperienced per
son, since dull silver is more difficult
to restore to its former beauty than
gold. The best method is to immerse
the brooch, ring or pin in a solution
of cyanide <#f potash, procurable at any
drug store. Do not let the liquid touch
the fingers. Let remain in the liquid
for two minutes, remove and wash in
hot soapsuds. This will be sufficient
to restore the brilliancy of the metal.
The best method of cleaning chain
bracelets or necklaces of gold is to
make a paste of ammonia and whiting
and rub this into the tiny links with
a soft brush, afterward washing the
pieces in soft water and polishing with
a chamois.
How to Bake Cookies.

THE KNIFE FELL AND RANG UPON THE
FLOOR.

“I knew he was a guinea. His name’s
Tony Spinelli. I hurried in when they
told me you and him was scrappin’.
Them guineas always carries knives.
But you don’t understand, Dempsey.
I never had a fellow in my life. I got
tired of cornin’ with Anna and Jimmy
every night, so I fixed it with him to.
call himself O’Sullivan and brought
him along. I knew there’d be nothin’
doin’ for him if he came as a dago.
I guess I’ll resign from the club now.”
Dempsey turned to Andy Geoghan.
“Chuck that cheese slicer out of the
window,” he said, “and tell ’em inside
that Mr. O’Sullivan has had a tele
phone message to go down to Tam
many Hall.”
And then he turned back to Maggie.
“Say, Mag,” he said, “I-’ll see you
home. And how about next Saturday
night? Will you come to the hop with
me if I call around for you?”
It was remarkable how quickly Mag
gie’s eyes could change from dull to
a shining brown.
“With you, Dempsey?” she stammer
Dempsey nodded at Andy and Wil- ed. “Say, will a duck swim?”

If your family hankers after small
cakes it will be found to be a paying
investment to have special baking
sheets made. Have your tinner cut
flat pieces of sheet iron with edges
turned up about a quarter of an inch
or less. These should just fit the
oven, but must not be so tight as to
stick. Two or three of such sheets
will suffice for a good sized baking,
and there is no time lost scraping
pans to regrease for a second lot. The
flat sides make it easier to slip a
knife under and slip the cake from the
pan. For chocolate drops or cookies
buttered papers can be used on the
sheets.
How to Pad an Ironing Board.

The next time the blanket on your
ironing board wears out and you must
hunt a new one to replace it try sub
stituting newspapers. Choose thick
Sunday editions, the uncolored sec
tions, and tack to the board so that the
sheets lie smoothly and of any desired
thickness. Cover with muslin in the
usual way; Newspapers not only have
the merit of being more easily put on
and causing your ■ board to be more
even, but they can be quickly and
easily replaced at no cost.
How to Make a Nail Hold.

Whefe a wall is so soft and loose
that a nail driven into it for a picture
or bracket will not bear the weight of
the latter it may be easilv remedied.
Mix a little plaster of par^n a teacup
with some water. SeoofWftut a small
hole in the wall with a screwdriver,,
fill it with the plaster and' then in
sert the nail gently. It will set quite
hard in a minute or so, and the nail
will then be perfectly sectire.

PROFIT IN TREE FARMING.
Government Advice Which Will Help
Owners of Forest Lands.

SUCCESS IN
DAIRYING

Unused lands in any part of the
United States can be made to produce
from $6 to $20 an acre, according to a
By HAROLD J. DICKERSON.
recent forestry report by the govern
Poor CbWs. have everywhere honey
ment.
combed dairy society. They are “dead
In the report the interests of the
country in general aro-considered, and beats.” The more of this kind a man
in this light tree growers are advised towns the poorer he is, and the longer
to keep their trees uncut until they aré |he keeps them the poorer he becomes.
To achieve success he must dispose of
of mature size. “Plantations of red his worthless cows and adopt im
cedar twenty-five years old,” says one
report, “have netted $200.54 an acre. proved methods.
The first requisite in the dairy herd
European larch, used for telephone or is good breeding. To start With reg
fence posts, will net from $200 to $225
istered stock is not. absolutely essen
an acre at the age of twenty-five years.
tial, but select some good dairy breed
White ’ pine at the ripe age of forty and stick to it. There is no one dairy
years will produce $300 an acre as un breed superior to all others. If there
cut timber,” while other woods moré
than twenty years of age bring prices was we would all have it. Each breed
has its imperfections as well as its re
that compare favorably with these.
But to the man who is expecting that deeming features.
Different breeds are suited to differ
in ten or fifteen years his tree crop
ent
localities and conditions. Study
will reach a salable value the figures
of the national forest service are a bit the characteristics of each and choose
out Of reach. Yet to that individual the one best suited to the conditions by
which you are surrounded. And re
hope is offered in the announcement member that the term “dairy breed”
¿hat there are uses and even good
prices paid for trees which range from does not include any of the so called
the tender, age of six years up and dual purpose kind. You cannot eat
that, the demand for these slender your pie and keep it Neither can you
striplings is growing greater each year. secure a breed that will successfully
An'example of this lies in the match
industry alone. This line of manufac
ture has nearly all been merged into a
great trust which annually purchases
at a good figure thousands of acres of
white pine trees anywhere from Mgine
to California. It buys these as uncut
timber in size from, six inches up and
after clearing the tract moves on to its
next forest. In the manufacture of
barrel staves and hoops trees of almost
any tough, flexible wood are used from
the ages of four to fifteen years, while
any straight young trees of ten years
Will make salable flag or tent poles.
Young alders, poplars and willows
of from ten. to fifteen years serve man
kind in the manufacture of gunpowder,
while the prolific beech and maple,
HEAD OF PURE BRED GUERNSEY.
from six inches in diameter upward,
can be used in the manufacture ol yield both milk and meat. . You might
wood alcohol, for Which there is an as well expect a horse to pull two tons
enormously increasing demand all ovei and trot in the two minute class.
the country. Furniture manufacturers,
Get as good a bull as possible from
always on the outlook for wood with the chosen dairy breed, preferably one
a fine grain, will take birch, cherry, that has one or more daughters of
walnut, etc., hot large enough to be high merjt. It is often impracticable
used in making parts of house furnish to buy a fully matured sire. In that
ings for use as veneer. Never before event secure one with high producing
in the history of the United States has ancestors, particularly the dam and
so much wood been used in the manu grandam.
facture of ornaments and toys as is
If you expect satisfactory returns
now being used for that purpose, and from your dairy herd you must do
thousands of feet of spruce are'Cm- your share—that is, you must furnish
ployed by manufacturers of sleighs and the wherewithal to make milk and but
wagons.
ter. The cows cannot pick it out of
In some parts of New York and the sunny side of a straw stack; nei
Pennsylvania large quantities of ¿mail ther can they face a cold northwest
timber are used in wood distillation wind and gather profit from frosty
plants for the production of acid, while cornstalks. A good cow must be a good
all over the country small timber is feeder. Poets are born, not made.
used for the manufacture of charcoal But the making has a great deal to do
Small sizes of timber, particularly the with dairy cattle. Start right with the
spruce Of New England; is used in the calf and never let it stop growing.
pulp mills where paper and other wood The result will be a healthy, well de
pulp products are manufactured. Then veloped dairy cow.
again, many small trees are bought
If you are looking for results, the
for the manufacture of toothpicks, balanced ration is absolutely essential
while in the mining country Of Penn to the dairy cow. The most impor
sylvania and other coal producing tant components of the animal body
states thousands of “sprags” are' pur are water, ash, protein and fat. If
chased to serve their peculiar purpose. any of these elements are- lacking in
This is to Check the speed of the mule the daily ration there will be- a de
carts as they go rapidly down the steep crease in the flow of milk. On the
grade of the mines by being thrown
other hand, if any one substance is fed
beneath the wheels.
] more than is necessary it will be
These are only a few of the hundreds wasted.
of uses to which young timber may be
Too bulky feeds- should not be fed
put if it is hear enough to a market
to heavy milkers, as they will have to
to be sold.
eat too much in order to obtain suffi
cient nourishment. Likewise if the
Prairies of a New Country;
By way of contrast in a new country feeds are too concentrated the dry
We give a picture showing the break matter will be lacking. It is better to
ing up of virgin soil at Cordova, South feed roughage high in protein, such as
America. A large part of the Argen alfalfa or clover. If straw or corn fodtine Republic, including practically the -der is used it will necessitate the feed
whole of the rich and fertile prov ing of a larger amount of concen
inces of Cordova, San Luis and Santa trates. But will it pay to feed high
Fe, is in its virgin state of little use priced grains? Most assuredly it will!
for grazing, being sparsely covered If a cow will pay for the hay that she
with coarse, bitter grasses of but little eats, she will pay for a liberal grain
,
nutriment. These lands, although hav ration.
The mill feeds, which some think so
ing such a poor natural covering, re
quire only the hand of man to turn costly, bring a large amount of nitro
gen on to the farm, whereas in selling
grain the farmer must either buy
commercial fertilizers for the replen
ishment of his soil or let his farm run
down.
Give your cow a square deal, then
take your Babcock tester and scales
and say to her: “Old cow, I’m from
Missouri, arid you’ve got .to show me.
I’m. going to weigh and test your
milk regularly, and if at the end of
the year your record isn’t satisfactory
¡BREAKING UP VIRGIN SOIL IN SOUTH I’ll show you the way to the ¡sham
AMERICA.
bles.”
Have a profitable standard and weed
them into the finest pasturage in the
out
all cows that fall below. Until a
world. Often as many as ten threefurrow disk plows may be seen fol cow’s ability to produce milk is known
lowing one another up and down, she has her owner at a disadvantage.
breaking up the land-preparatory to Guessing is unsafe and unbusinesslike;
sowing alfalfa (lucern). The plows, The foam is deceitful, and the ¿mount
as shown in the picture, are drawn by of milk is often overestimated as much
eight criollo (native) horses tied four as 2,000 pounds per year.
abreast, the plowman riding the near
Dairy Wisdom.
wheeler. With two changes of horses
If
milk
is
to be separated, the soon
one plow will break up as much as
er
it
is
done
after milking the better.
five acres of virgin soil a day. Some
See that the cows have access to
ranchers sow with lucern 5,GOO acres
a year. This in its virgin state would pure water at all times.
Keep rock salt in all the mangers
carry some 250 head of cattle, but once
and
in à box in thé pastures.
down in lucern would support 2,000
Bran is one of the dairy cow’s best
head.
foods. It contains bulk to make it di
gestible and protein and ash to form
Remedy For Plant Lice.
One of the best methods of destroy milk. Bran and cornmeal form one of
ing plant lice on roses and shrubs is the best combination dairy feeds.
Rice hulls are a very poor dairy
by the use of tobacco stem solution.
feed,
being very woody. Rice bran is
Pour a gallon of boiling water on a
pound of tobacco stems and about better, but not so good as rice polish,
twelve or fifteen hours later add four Vhich is a dairy food very rich in
more gallons of water; Apply with a nutritive elements.
The old idea of “hay tea” as a calf
sprayer or sprinkling pot.
feed is not a bad one. By mixing
with it one-fourth pound each of flax
The Curl In the Pig’s Tail.
The curl in a pig’s tail is an indica seed and wheat middlings to two gal
tion of good health. .When the curl be lons of the tea per day calves do well.gins to straighten out look for disease By gradually increasing to a pound of
and give medicine or a change of feed. middlings two pounds of flesh per
head per day have been gained.

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS

/Wells Branch

TAÑW
ORCMARDfl.
dNb —4r

Mrs. Sarah Clark is visiting friends at
Gray, Maine.

Mrs. .Ralph Goodwin of Portland
Items of Interest Gathered by Our spent a part of last week with her
mother, Mrs. S. W. Gowen.

Several Correspondents

Kennebunkport

Miss Annie Perkins will teach at
Eaton, N. H., this fall and left for that
place Saturday.

Rev. and Mrs. N. A. Avery have closed
their house here and returned to their
Mrs. Olive Stanley of Shapleigb, is home at Ashland, N. H.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Charles
Mr. Will. Stevens and family of Port
Pillsbury.
land were recent guests ol S. D. Chick.
Alice Moulton and Nurse of Sanford,
Mr. Charles Wendall and family have
who have been stopping at the Jeffrey returned to their home in Somerville
House for a week have returned home. Mass., after spending the month of
On Friday of |this week the Arundel August as guests of Rev. and Mrs. N.
Golf Club will have a ladies’ Handicap A. Avery.
competition (18 holes), for a cup to be
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Fenderson, Mr.
presented by Mrs. H. E. Myers, also
Henry
Allen and family and Mr. and
handicap competition for men for a cup
Mrs.
E.
R. Clark were among those who
to be gived by Mr. W. A. Bogers.
attended the Field Day at Old Falls last
Work on the Hutchins school house Thursday.
is delayed by the scarcity of lumber.
Dr. Paul F. Clark of Rockefeller In
A large delegation from Arundel
stitute
for Medical Research NeiyYork
Grange attended the Pomona Field Day
was
the
recent guest of his brother E.
at Old Falls last Thursday. *
R. Clark.
Garden thieves are around now. J.
Mis. J. F. Clark of Providence, R. I.,
H. Benson had a bag of potatoes stolen
is
the guest of her sou at Oak Grove
*from his cellar way Thursday night;
last year they dug them themselves, Farm.
this year they waited for some one to
Miss O. S. Littlefield entertained
dig for them.
Misses Margaret and Eleanor Hobbs
With a cold backward spring, an ex- last Wednesday.
' tremely dry summer, a heavy frost the
30th of August, the farmers are surely
at a disadvantage this season.
*

BY

F.E.TR1GG
REGISTER,
ROCKFORDJÄ.
correspondance

SOLICITED

[This matter must not be reprinted with
out special permission.]

THE TIME FOR ACTION.

LEAGAL
STAMPS
HAVE A
CASH
VALUE

Children’s
Reefers
AND JACKETS

McCALL
PATTERNS
FIT

To be closed out at once. Now is the time to fix up the girls for the fall term of
school. They’ll need a light weight coat.
BUY NOW!

$2.49
$4.98 Coats, now $2.98
$5 00 Wash suits, $2.98

$3.98 Coats, now

$2,50 Coats, now $1. 29

$2.98 Coats, now $1. 79

LADIES

$7.50 Wash suits, $3.98

$10. Wash suits, $4’98
The most appropriate time to talk
about good seed corn is not March 1,
when the time for testing it is at
hand, but the few weeks preceding
Oct. 15, during which time the choicest
and earliest maturing ears can be se
cured and thoroughly dried and cured
before heavy freezes take place. While
at the job it is well to secure more
than one needs for himself,'for some
hapless fellow in all probability will146 Main Street, BidLclefordL
not take the necessary precautions and
next spring will be anxious to get the
surplus seed and pay a good price for
it. The seed ears should be hung in a
well ventilated open shed, southern
exposure preferable. When thoroughly
dry it may be stored in a dry place, a
conventional arrangement being to tie
the ears in strings of about twenty
ears, each being fastened at .the mid
dle and crisscrossing the one above it.
Kennebunk Beach
The strings of ears should then be
(a true copy of original letter)
hung up where the mice cannot get at
To Whom it may Concern:—
them and where they will not draw
John Prout passed away at his home moisture during the winter months.
This is to certify that Mrs. Elwell
If you appreciate economy and con
is not guilty, and is free from charges Aug. 18th, after a long illness. He To be on the safe side it is well to
leaves a wife, daughter, Mrs. William store the ears where they will not be
made against her.
venience you’ll appreciate The Herald.
to severe cold. In the fall se
Those letters or notes found in the Gooch, and a son, Leroy, beside several subject
lection of seed ears not only should the
Saves coal bills because it’s scientifi
church was written by my husband brothers to mourn his loss. Funeral time of maturity of the ear be consid
services
were
held
at
his
late
residence
Fred Lawrance Brunhall under the
ered, but its shape, outward appear
cally built by honest methods and honest
arch light near Baptist Church at elev the, following Sunday, and was con ance of kernels and general thriftiness.
ducted
by
Rev.
Mr.
Wood,
of
Kenne

It should be even rowed, and the ker
en o’clock at night, and placed under
materials.
nels should cover the tip as completely
the door of the Methodist Church to be bunkport.
Mrs. Marcia Russ has been visiting in as possible. A detailed study of the
found on the opening of the Sunday ser
kernels is best delayed until next
vices to report the robbery done on the this vicinity recently.
at testing time, when ears hav
The Best Bakers.
John Somers of Boston, Mass., visited spring
evening of July 24th part of what
ing kernels which are not plump to the
was written in those letters was over his family recently.
germ end may be discarded along with
heard by my husband between two
Miss Hazel Russ of Dover, N. H., was those which do not show enough vital
ladies talking about their love affairs the guest of friends here recently.
ity. Professor Holden, the great corn
on the night before the robbery the
Mrs. A. J. Moulton spent last Satur expert, holds that if all seed ears were
picked and hung up to dry by Oct. 15
23rd, my husband was between the two day in York Beach.
The present output of wheat in water from a gravity system was that
more would be done to increase the Canada is 288,000,000 bushels annual they were quite pr&cticable and satis
One of the chief reasons for the in
churches when the robbery was com
The summer people have commenced yield of corn than would be possible in ly, and this with but 7 per cent of
mitted, he was the man that helped the
factory and for a forty acre tract ought creased wealth of the Danes is the
any
other
way.
to return to their homes, and the beach
her available wheat land utilized.
not to exceed $800. He held that even fact that they have inc leased the avlady up and took the lady home. The
better results could be secured, includ erage yearly production of butter fat
deed was done by Frank Cody better will soon look desolate.
HOW HE SAVED HIS CROP.
The fall months are the proper ones ing greater economy in operation, if a in their dairy herds from 112 to 224
Miss G. L. Moulton visited .her pa-' Last spring at blossom time, when
known as Couaat, he had met him on
rents, Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Moulton, re growers in many sections of the west in which to start the bulbous plants group of from three to six neighbors pounds per cow in the comparatively
several occaisons before.
to unite in the construction and short period of twenty-three years. In
were haying the time of their lives try for next year’s garden. The bed should were
My husband was a private detective cently.
this period the people have advanced
maintenance
of such irrigating plant.
be
made
rich
and
mellow
and
the
ing to save the prospective crop of
from virtual bankruptcy to affluence.
on private work here which could not
fruit by making smudges and burning bulbs set in place before the cold
What is needed in the United States
weather
comes
on.
One
of
the
surprises
for
the
visitor
be known at the time. I called to see
fire pots and pitch pots and what not
Cape Porpoise
more than anything else is a cam
at
the
Seattle
exposition
is
the
re

Mr. Wood on Wednesday, Aug. 18th, to
in their orchards, a fruit ranch owner
which will put the average but
set this matter right with him, he was
It isn’t the Osh and game a fellow markable display of agricultural prod paign
near Medford, in the Rogue river valley,
ter yield of the dairy cows from 150
ucts
to
be
found
in
the
Alaska
build

gets
when
on
a
day
’
s
jaunt,
but
rather
In
southern
Oregon,
having
tried
all
not at home.
300 pounds. Could such a thing be
Miss Arlettie Tibbetts, who recently
relaxation, exercise and fresh air, ing. The climate of southern Alaska to
My husband left here July 31st and underwent an operation for appendici of these plans and failed, decided that the
brought
about agricultural and eco
is
greatly
modified
by
ocean
currents,
was needed most in his orchard that are of most value. He may not
nomic conditions would be revolution
expected to return, I am to join him tis at St. Barnrbas Hospital* Woodfords, what
to keep the blossoms from freez think so at the time, but the delusion which have much the same effect that ized.
next Monday Aug. 30th, I can say sol- returned home last Friday, and is do ing was just plain heat, so he built Is perfectly harmless.
the gulf stream has on the countries
of northern Europe. As far north as
menly this is the truth and nothing ing nicely.
some fifty small fires of fir cord wood
latitude 64 degrees grains and grasses
but the truth, from his wife.
If the gasoline engine is to be sta
The sermon at the church Sunday in about nine acres nights when the
Jadie Foss Brum hall. morning was by the regular pastor, thermometer dropped to the danger tionary the best possible foundation are grown successfully, as well as po
tatoes and other root crops. The last
point and by this means succeeded in
Rev. William Wood. The solo by Miss keeping the temperature up some 12 for it is one of stonework or cement to be added to the list is the festive
laid deep enough to give needed sta watermelon. Considering the fact that
Bentley of Swampscott, Mass., was very degrees. The fuel and labor cost per bility. Iron rods with large clamps
much enjoyed.
night of this protection was $5, or should run to the bottom of the foun this great domain was for many years
viewed as a resort for seals and polar
$i.oo A Box
Mrs. Georgia Hutchins and Miss Ines about 55 cents per acre. An interest dation and extend high enough so bears, the showing referred to is not
ing feature of this case is the fact that the base of the machine can be
Why He Repented.
Seavey called on Mrs. William Ober of that the fir^ which were kept burn
bad.
Teddy—I wish I hadn’t fought Jim
anchored to them.
Sanford last Friday evening.
my Brown this morning.
ing in this orchard saved the blossoms
Edwin L. Smith, who lives in the
The cutting of the roadside weeds is
■Mamma—You see now how wrong it
Mrs. Norman Ghen of Easton, Mass., in orchards on three adjoining sides
The tomato vines may be counted to be urged for two or three very good
Robinson district, Kennebunkport, has
from three to five rows back from the on to produce fruit which in size will
was, don’t you, dear?
is
visiting
her
sister,
Mrs.
P.
H.
Peny.
reasons
—
first,
to
keep
them
from
ma

a small bed of strawberries, Pan-Amer
fence. That the ranchman in question
Teddy—Yes, ’cause I. didn't know
in an inverse ratio to the number turing and scattering a big crop of
lean variety, thirty plants in all, that
James Ridlon of this place and Miss was paid for his pains is shown in the be
till
this afternoon that he was going
to mature. The best and most -seed; secondly, to prevent their becom
are in bearing now and will undoubt- Kate Connelly of Watertown, Mass., fact that there are now hanging on his allowed
perfect fruit is produced where but ing a catch for drifting gnows and thus ,to give a party.—Kansas City Journal.
edly bear until freezing They are full were united in marriage last Wednes trees from 3,500 to 4,000 boxes of two or three stems are permitted to a serious hindrance to winter traffic,
Anxiety.
of green ones with 100 blossoms on a day evening, at the home of the choice Newtowns, Spitz and "Ben Da carry ? fruit,. the pruning being done and, thirdly, the improved appearance
“I suppose the baby is a source of
plant. He has sold the past week six groom’s father, Asa F. Ridlon, the cer vis, which will net him from $2 to $3 gradually during the growing season. of the highway from the standpoint of
boxes to hotels at the Port for $1.00 emony being performed by the pastor, a box. So well did this simple plan However, where the vines have been those who drive over it. While the great anxiety to you?” said the neigh
work that others should know of it.
allowed to grow at Will much.can be first two reasons given are perhaps the bor.
per box, and expects to sell 20 boxes Rev. William Wood.
“Yes,” answered young Mrs. Torkins.
done to increase the size of the fruit most practical, the third is just as im
more as he has that many engaged at
Charles Perkins, who has been ill for SOME FEEDING. EXPERIMENTS. set as well as to hasten maturity by portant, for, whether they will or no, “When he is crying* we are afraid he
the same price.
some weeks with tuberculosus, died at The Illinois experiment station has cutting off a good share of the grow the character, public spirit and enter is sick, and when he isn’t we are
Mr. Smith is not a crank on strawhis home here this (Tuesday) afternoon. been making some exhaustive tests in ing shoots with some kind of a sharp prise of the residents of a community afraid he is unconscious.”
berry raising or anything else. He is
the feeding of steers. While the full
are often very accurately shown by the
Mr. Ed. Robinson and Maurice Leaph details of the experiments have not knife.
On the Contrary.
level-headed and a first class, all
care they give the highways for which
their
“The apparel does not. make thé
been made public, some general results
around farmer, and at the present time of Lawrence, Mass., have joined
A man who some years ago moved they are responsible.
man,” said the ready made philoso
is selling from his farm two wagon families at their cottages here for a have been announced. One conclusion into a neighborhood where yellow mus
pher.
J
arrived at is that the quantity of the tard was thicker in the fields than hair
loads of produce per day. For one week’s vacation.
As soon as the' tops of the onions
“No,” answered the man who was
feed
given
affects
materially
the
pro

on
a
dog
’
s
back
writes
a
leading
ag

thing he is selling five to seven bushels
are ripe and the roots sufficiently dead
portion of the feed digested by the ani ricultural paper that the way to get to permit of easy pulling the crop signing checks for $500 gowns, “but it
of lettuce and has enough to last until
mals—that is, the more'feed given the rid of the pest is first to clean the should be raked into convenient rows may go a long way toward breaking
frost comes. Anyone when out for a
less proportionately was digested, one seed grain and not sow mustard seed. with a round toothed rake, care being him.”—Washington Star.
drive and stopping there will find Mr.
lot, receiving 20 per cent less of the As a second precaution he recommends taken not to bruise the onions. They
Deferred.
and Mrs. Smith very pleasant and good
same food than another, making 2 per plowing the fields as soon as the should then be allowed, to dry until
The Pessimist—We’ll pay for all this
entertainers. Both are members of the
cent larger gain in flesh. Another fact shocks are off, which will germinate the top is completely shriveled and the
demonstrated was that beeves can be the seed the same fall and prevent it outside skin rattles, when the topping fine weather later on.
Kennebunkport Farmers’ Club and the
The Optimist—Well, cheer up! That’s
fattened upon a relatively low protein living through the winter. Lastly he may be done with a pair of light,
Grange. Mr. and Mrs. Smith have
the
regular time for paying for things,
ration,
which
means
economical
meat
suggests keeping the roadsides and sharp scissors. If dry enough to store
helped a number of young men and
production. This one point of econom fence corners clean. - This program of they may be crated or sacked when isn’t it?—Puck.
their wives in Kennebunkport to suc
ical use of feed in fattening operations extermination would seem to be pret topped. If not they should be giyen a
cess in farming and Mr. Smith says he
Blue Blooded.
is. one that should be given attention ty good.
few days more curing. Before being
hopes to help more. All who attend
by every feeder, who^witfiout much
racked
or
stored
the
crop
should
be
the Farmers’ Club Fair, September 29,
extra trouble could carry out much
The forest service bureau has on ex thoroughly dry, and this is a point
¿ ' g
will see a fine display of his produce
the same tests as those indicated above hibition a number of two inch sections which any careful buyer will insist
and prove the value of them from his of several varieties of wood which on. The crop should be secured as
and a lot of Mrs. Smith’s good cookery.
own experience.
have been put through tests for early as possible in sections where
strength, and the showing which the frosts occur, as a hard freeze will
POOR SCHOOLS AND BIG BARNS. eucalyptus makes is remarkable. The cause the onions to sweat and sprout.
It ought not to be so, but in all too sample of this wood broke down Un
Wells
Improving the Vealers.
many instances the country school der an end strain of 43,200 pounds,
The practice of using a beef bull on
the
fiber
stress
per
square
inch
beidg
house and grounds are the most ill
of dairy cows for the purpose
kept and slovenly in appearance and 13,580. In like blocks of oak and aofJierd
improving the vealing qualities of
hickory,
generally
supposed
to
be
the
the
teacher
the
most
ill
prepared
for
The hotels have had a good season.
her work and poorly paid in districts strongest and toughest of our native the calves usually results in a confused
of dairy and beef qualities- in
H. S. Moulton is a frequent visitor to
where one sees the biggest barns, the woods, the figures for the two strains mixture
the working herd itself. Such a sys
most hogs in lot and cattle in pasture. were respectively 17,060 pounds and tem
Ksnnebunk.
Miss City man — Seems to me this
is finally disastrous to the dairy
It might be added, too, that it is usual 4,870 pounds and 36,280 pounds and Interests,
for it is not only a barrier to milk looks rather blue!
Captain Joseph Caine is very ill.
ly in districts of this description where 8,890 pounds.
Farmer — Shouldn’t wonder, miss.
improvement, but effectually blocks the
the boys and girls are kept from school
Mrs. C. O. Pope who has been ill for a
Our
cows are all blue blooded stock.—
transmission
of
what
desirable
or
ex

The writer recently had opportunity
on almost any pretext and from whiqh
long time is slowly recovering.
New York World.
they dig out for more congenial sur to put some questions to a civil en ceptional qualities may be represented,
The Tarbox Express is doing a good
roundings just as soon as they can gineer who has had charge of private in the herd.
|
A Sure Flight.
earn th^g^own way. This condition and government irrigation projects
business through this section.
“
What
did
the rivals of that aero
Cull
Out
the
Weeds.
referred to is a wretched and short in the Yakima valley. Among other
naut do when they heard he flew ten
The schooner Alice 8. Wenthworth
sighted perversion of the relative im things, his opinion touching pumping It should be remembered that there miles in an aeroplane?”
has arrived and is loading lumber for
portance of'things and ought to be plants for irrigation purposes where are such things as scrub pure breds.
“They flew in a rage.”—Josh Wink.
Boston. She will carry one half million
the loud did not lie right to receive Every breed has its weeds.
righted.
feet this fall from Stevens mill.
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Herald Ranges
A, M. WELLS Kennebunkport, Me

A Gold Neck Chain
and Locket.
Reward to Finder

Fleetwoodinn

